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First I must apologise this mag should have been sent out before the French trip but time and work 

got the better of me. The air ambulance ride was to say the least interesting for those of us who 

assisted in the ride, one thing that I took from the event was we are a well organised when we ride 

out …… over 500 bikes took part and most of them arrived at the airfield together. The weekend in 

France was well attended and the weather was kind to us and we were made very welcome by Eric 

at the hotel. The ride down went generally ok and by the time we got to the Eurotunnel we had all 

got together, the ride through France was great and we rode through some beautiful countryside. 

After a few drinks , dinner and more drinks we retired to our rooms. Saturday was a chilled day in 

and around the town with dinner in the evening and ……. More drinks with entertainment provided 

by some chapter members and other guests (look out for pictures in the next mag) Sunday we rode 

to one of the many memorials in the area to the Somme battles in the First World War the day was 

hot and being a Sunday very few places to eat were open but it was a moving day to say the least. 

We are reviewing if we should repeat this trip in 2018 please let me know if you would be interested 

or should we look for a different destination. The committee has purchased a Ride First Aid Kit this 

will be carried on all major rides by one of those who has attended the Biker Down training or First 

Aid trained , on that note if an         
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First of all a huge thankyou to all those members who gave their time 

and effort to make the Air Ambulance run such a great success a 

number of riders kame up to me at the air field and said how much better 

it was than last year and they would be telling everyone that is should be 

put in the calendar for next year. 

We will be attending a meeting with the organisers later this month and 

pledging our support for next year. 

A number of members have expressed an interest in a chapter holiday in 

2019 America has been mentioned along with the European Rally in 

Portugal please let me know your thoughts on both of these trips 

however if we are to do America we would need firm commitment before 

the end of the summer and a deposit . Portugal would be a ferry from 

Portsmouth and then a ride to the rally if we commit to this early we 

could secure some villas maybe then stay on after the rally for a tour 

round, again thoughts please. 

I don’t have any more news on the dealership as yet but I know plans are 

going through approval by H-D and I know some of you might have 

bumped into a very enthusiastic Garry at Newmarket who may well have 

shown you some rough plans ….  

On the subject of Newmarket if you are planning to book your bike in for 

the workshops please book early as they are extremely busy and with 

the holiday period this will not get any better. 

Thank you to all who have re-joined the chapter and also please make an 

effort to get to know our new members who have picked III Rivers as 

their chapter. 

 

Ride Safe  

 

Martyn  

 

 

Features 

Welcome to an early 

summer bumper edition 

of your favourite 

magazine. 

If you enjoy it let me know 

If you don’t enjoy it, still 

let me know 

Lots of pages again, does 

this count as 2 Mags 

Martyn? 
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Air Ambulance Run  

 

 

Motorcycle Run & North Weald Family Fun Day 

This is what the organisers had to say to all those who signed up for the day: 

Dear Pete (and others who got the letter) 

   Thank you for being a part of our Motorcycle Run and Family Fun Day. Together we raised over £12,500! 

     

 

Superb turnout 

 

Nearly a thousand riders took part in the ride from Welwyn and North Weald, cheered along by large crowds of spectators 

along the way. Hundreds more bikers were there to greet them and enjoy the fun at North Weald. We hope you enjoyed the day 

as much as Steve Tiller, one of our airlifted patients, who was our guest of honour for the day. 

  

 

Steve, who was airlifted four years ago after a crash on his motorbike said: “We know how the Royal Family felt at Prince  

Harry and Meghan Markle’s wedding! It was awesome being led out by the police outriders. The roundabouts were shut down 

and we were able to go straight through.” 
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And this is what our own Big Al had to say on the matter: 

Air Ambulance Day, Sunday 20th May 2018 

This was an outstandingly successful day for III RIVERS, those that took part promoted our club to a 

new high.  ‘Well done’ does not even come close to what was achieved on Sunday. 

Some Pro’s & Con’s 

Firstly, the number of VOLUNTEERS who turned up; was no fewer than; 26 motorcycles, plus 3 pillions, 

all fuelled-up and ready to go, at the un-Godly hour of 8 am, outstanding!  I arrived, some 5 minutes past 

and they were all there waiting, and berating me for being late, enthusiasm like that cannot be bought.  

Could I have ever doubted the support from III RIVERS? 

We split-up into 5 teams, each with a team leader, and details of their specific roundabouts to control, 

but first we needed to organise the parking at Police HQ, and after a short briefing, everyone got stuck 

in, quickly organising themselves throughout the parking lot. It was very impressive, everyone working in 

unison and supporting each other. It worked so well, that when I tried to help out, I was quickly invited 

to “go an’ buy a burger”! 

Our Marshals worked, not only very hard but, most importantly, ENTHUSIASTICALLY, and it showed; 

everyone, the Police, the Air Ambulance staff, were just full of praise for us, and on arrival at the 

airfield, we received an ovation. Although we couldn’t hear it above the noise of our engines, we were 

definitely the star arrivals. 

And better still; in stark contrast to last year, the Police Riders were clearly enjoying the ride, more as 

the ride progressed, and they gained confidence in our support abilities. 

600-700 bikes of all types and skill levels were kept together, in an orderly ride of over 60 miles, 

around Hertfordshire, and through some horrendous traffic; caused by numerous other events and 

activities en-route, such as the Hert’s Classic Car Show, right next door to the Police Station. 

Whilst the forecast was for 1,000 bikes this year, there were a few factors influencing the numbers, 

such as other local bike rallies, also on the 20th. But, the main influence, in my opinion, was from the very 

poor ride quality of last year, discouraging many riders from supporting it this year.  

Now, thanks to the incredibly, enthusiastic, abilities of III RIVERS, working as a TEAM, this should be 

turned around and, numbers should increase dramatically next year…  

And the ‘cons’ -  ZERO!  Although there are a few things we could do even better…… 
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Cider rally 

 

Surprisingly one week to go and the weather looked like this.  Just how do these people get things so drastically wrong?   

I understand the main group riding down on Friday morning got a bit damp.  I travelled on Friday afternoon, and I tell 

you, I nearly drowned on the A1, and very nearly turned around to go back home.  Poor old bike wasn’t enjoying the 

rain either, anything over ½ throttle was a huge flat spot.  My diagnosis was a wet air filter strangling the intake.  I’ve 

never put the wet filter sock on before and been through some horrendous rain without any impact – lesson learnt.  I 

have now turned the bike shed inside out looking for the sock, no luck yet. 

  

So, for those that couldn’t make the Cider Rally, we had a great time.  Riding was just a simple outing to Weston-Super-

Mare. Then a little detour to the local Harley dealer for Liberace’s new bike to sort out his excess of warning lights.  Pete 

Swan had a little (ha!) loss of oil so with the combined efforts of all of III Rivers we couldn’t work out where it was all 

going.  Sorted it a week later when I was following him – it was like the Torrey Canyon, when he opened it up a bit, it 

spewed it out of the oil breather and all over the exhaust…..and all over my bike ☹ 
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The photographs of the fancy dress night show our enjoyment.  Our participants in the horse race despite initially 

returning poor odds, performed well on the hard going and did a performance worthy of Red Rum!  I don’t think there 

was much evidence from the night before but from what I can remember – IT ROCKED!!! 

Most elected to head home on the Sunday, aiming to avoid the worst of the weather on the Monday.  Tony and I 

decided to do the ‘Big Run’ first.  I didn’t count the bikes on it but we made an awful lot of noise, much to the delight of 

the holiday makers, as we passed through Burnham-on-Sea High Street. 

Just Al and Doug travelled on the Monday and, surprisingly, the predicted deluge of rain didn’t happen – certainly one to 

think about next year.  Credits to Paul for most of the pictures.  

  

And there are some things that you can never forget….no matter how hard you try 
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The Buddy System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sort of as an instruction from HOG,  we now do the ‘Buddy System’, I think that it’s a bit like 

the rhythm method but with more people! 

The Buddy System 

Buddy (North American, informal, noun), 

The dictionary might say: 

A friend: Bob and I have been buddies for years. 

Someone who provides friendly help to someone with an illness or a problem: We run a buddy system to 

support recovering alcoholics. 

Someone who does an activity with you so that you can support and encourage each other:  We became 

drinking buddies. 

A study buddy: Helps you cheat at exams 

Bud.  Abbreviation for Budweiser 

 

Bud used when talking to a man, sometimes in a friendly way but often when you are annoyed: Drink up and 

go home, buddy. 

 

USA used by an adult talking to a young boy in a friendly and kind way: Are you okay there, buddy, you’ve had 

a few? 

(Think that we are developing a bit of a theme here) 

Harley Owners’ Group interpretation 

From our Head Road Captain.  
To improve our ‘Safe Riding Techniques’, HOG have asked ROSPA to look at our riding styles, and 
what they’ve come back with is some very small, but nonetheless important ‘tweaks’. One of which is 
‘The Buddies System’. Simple as it is, we tried it on the Cockle-shed Ride and it seemed to confound 
[ed. I think that Martyn would add an expletive here] a number of members.  So, I’ve decided to put it 
in Black & White, and here it is…………...  

 
 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/friend
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bob
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/year
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/provide
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/friendly
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/help
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/illness
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/problem
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/run
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/system
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/support
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/recover
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/alcoholic
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/activity
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/support
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/encourage
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/became
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/workout
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/study
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/talk
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/friendly
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/annoyed
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/home
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/adult
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/talk
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/young
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/boy
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/friendly
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/kind
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ok
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjP4KCXqdfaAhXMWRQKHf1QBA8QjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddy_Holly&psig=AOvVaw2at9VNqJd2GIHxVZhkIulM&ust=1524810835076193
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The BUDDIES SYSTEM 
 

• Just before each turn, EVERY rider becomes responsible for the rider BEHIND,  
A. If you can clearly see the rider behind is following okay, then continue without pause.  
B. If you CANNOT see the rider behind; STOP and wait at the turn/corner. When you 
see him approaching and he is clearly indicating the turn, continue on with your ride.  
 

• Riders no longer have to keep the rider behind ‘in-view’, on long stretches of road, only at the 
turns. 
 
• In this way, riders are free to enjoy any long twisty lanes at their own pace. 
 

Ed.  Simples, what could possibly go wrong? 

So that you all know 
Our new dealership will be located on Thomas Sawyer Way, Watford.  As a matter of respect this road was named after 

Captain Tom Sawyer, from Watford who served in the Royal Artillery.  Unfortunately, he, along with a comrade, 

Corporal Danny Winter were killed in a ‘Friendly Fire’ incident in Afghanistan in January 2009.  We don’t need to go into 

the Friendly Fire circumstances – its war and it’s dirty but let’s start at a good place; when we are at the RTTW we can 

search out their names to pay our particular respects. 

 

Tom and Danny, RIP 

  

 
20 April – Jo and Richard send off.  A few, that don’t partake in work on Fridays escorted Jo and Rich off on 
the start of their epic journey and some 17 days later even more of us escorted them home after their epic 
circumnavigation.  I’ll let our intrepid travellers tell you all about it with their 2-page spread promised by Marge 
in the HOG magazine and maybe in a blow by blow unexpurgated / un-censored version for our mag.  
 
15 April – Ride out to Leigh-on-Sea for some jellied eels. Big Al (the eel lover) led this one.  As I didn’t go and 
nobody told me what happened or didn’t happen, I can’t report anything.  However, I did hear a little story 
about something to do with HOG’s new group riding rules and Martyn finding his own bloody way 
home….buddies or not! 
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Wells next the Sea and Harley’s Café led by yours truly, 22 April 
  

Sorry guys, no pictures of our ride to the seaside for Fish and Chips on the harbour wall but I can tell 
you it went well. Unlike Harley’s café which, once again, as anticipated, was closed (something fishy 
going on there) but their bikes-only parking worked well for us.  The ride home took in a scenic route 
(some would say he was lost, again) after Fakenham where I used some local knowledge, for this 
read “adventurous roads to Dereham”.  Big Al was heard to say it’s the first time that he had seen the 
sun from every point on the compass – what you want straight line rides?  Swift stop at Dereham to 
top up tanks and just why does Pete La P’s bike appear to consume more fuel that the rest of us?  
We then Headed south onto the A1075, where just before Watton you will find the best set of 
sweeping ‘S’ bends this side of the Himalayas. Street view just doesn’t do them justice. I held back 
from the traffic in front of us so that we would get a good run into them and at least Steve Birtles and I 
had some fun.  Can’t vouch for the rest of the group as I wasn’t particularly looking in my mirrors.  
Swift stop on the Thetford Bypass for a coffee inject, and it was the A11 home with just a little bit of 
rain to keep us cool.  Only slight issue for the day was the ride leaders left indicator being rather 
intermittent in nature (and I don’t mean the Irish, “it’s working it’s not working”) leading to a couple of 
short-notice turns.  Promise to fix it tonight….still not fixed, think it’s an earth on the dash somewhere 
and I can’t currently be bothered to take the Bat Wing off. 

 

 
 

All over for the Fat Little Chef 
  
Classic, A-road eatery is defunct but who's gonna miss it?......er……. 

  
It's interesting how many things in life seem permanent in their time, and then slowly—or not so slowly—disappear. 
Trolleybuses. Austin cars. Police and AA Boxes. Thames Television. Wimpy Bars. The 6pm Concorde. Woolworths. 
British Home Stores. etc. The list goes on and on, and now we've got to add the Little Chef chain of roadside eateries to 
the list, because as of 31st January 2018, the business is defunct. Officially. 
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Much derided in their time, the restaurants actually provided reasonable fare at a reasonable price, not to mention 
frequently offering some much-needed respite from the elements when touring the country on a motorcycle. I expect that 
we used Little Chefs hundreds of times. We pretty much had to. Following the rapid decline of the classic British transport 
cafe—with its manifold delights of stewed tea, greasy bacon sarnies, crispy fried eggs and jam roly-poly pudding & 
custard—the Chefs helped fill a vacuum in the market and helped make travelling the nation's A-road network (as 
opposed M-way network) a little more viable. 
  
Just in case you wanted to know - The chain was founded in 1958 by British entrepreneur Sam Alper (1924 - 2002), the 
same ex-Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm guy who designed the Sprite caravan. Little Chef was modelled largely on the classic 
American diner, and anyone's who's ever eaten at a Denny's would notice the parallel. Cue plastic table tops, fake 
brickwork on the walls, uniformed waiters and waitresses, elevator music, and an impulse-stand positioned beside the 
cash till stocked with sweets, roadmaps, special offers and such-like.  
  
At its peak (1999 - 2000), the firm boasted 439 restaurants. Usually, the diners were in sight of a petrol station or a 
Travelodge Motel, or both. And you could pretty much travel the entire country by Chef-hopping the network—and no 
doubt a few people set themselves exactly that challenge. 
  

 
  
The worst that could be said about Little Chef (aside from the occasional racket from an adjacent party of rambunctious 
kids) was that the food was fairly predictable. And the best that could be said was that the food was ... well, fairly 
predictable. As with the Wimpy Bar chain or McDonalds, you always knew what to expect, and it was pretty much de 
rigueur to complain about the bill before using the facilities, helping yourself to a free lollipop and stomping off out into the 
cold car park, only to return another day in a better/hungrier frame of mind. Amen 
  

 
  
Customers frequently criticised Little Chef food for being synthetic, tasteless, unhealthy and artificial. But it never killed us, 
and we think we got what we paid for. It wasn't all that bad. Meanwhile, take the III Rivers Little Chef test. Gaze at this 
picture for 30 seconds, then see if you need to take a trip to the kitchen (I'll be watching to see if you cheat). 
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So what happened to the brand? You can point a finger at increased motorway traffic which helped side line the 
restaurants. You could point a finger at the half dozen or so owners of the brand, some or all of which didn't have a clue 
how to revitalise the business and make it more relevant to the needs of the modern traveller. You could blame the lack of 
investment. You could blame the increased competition from other food chains. Or you could simply say that Sam Alper 
had the right idea at the right time, but time simply moved on, and so did Sam. 
  
We can't say that we're exactly going to miss the fat Chef (which in 1986 consumed the rival Happy Eater chain). In fact, 
we've barely noticed the steady restaurant closures over the past decade. But it's a landmark in the lives of many of us, 
and whether it's wise or healthy to note their passing (as opposed to simply keep moving on), we notice these things 
anyway. 

 
That's how it works 

Zero Accidentally Tests New Anti-Theft Devices and nails it…….supposedly 

 

 

Only hours after commencing theft tracking tests, Zero's bikes are stolen, and then recovered 
just hours later 

Motorcycle theft is an increasingly rampant issue plaguing major cities across the UK. Sadiq Khan, the 
London Mayor of, ostensibly a city hit particularly hard by the crime epidemic with some 14,000 bikes stolen in 
2017 (more than 38 per day) organised a summit with OEM’s, asking them to, in his own words, “design out 
motorcycle crime”.  

Personally, I would have preferred a summit with the Police on how they will catch the offenders and boil them 
in oil – but Ha Ho!   

It appears electric bike purveyor Zero Motorcycles may have recently done the Mayor’s bidding. The marque’s 
anti-theft system was recently put to the test when the bikes Zero was conducting “theft tracking” tests on 
were lifted from the back of a transport van, demonstrating the efficacy of Zero’s new anti-theft system. The 
timing of the thefts of the bikes couldn’t have been more perfect, with Zero having officially entering into a 
partnership with British moto-security firm Datatool only hours before the bikes were stolen. Testing of the 
anti-theft devices had barely even commenced when the comically unlucky thieves swiped the silent two-
wheelers in the early hours at 3:30am. Less than five hours later, the theft was noticed and reported to police. 
From there the tracking devices were used to hone in on the stolen bikes’ precise GPS location. Authorities 
simply went to the location pinging on the map and found the stolen mounts hidden beneath a tarp, which was 
supposedly only a stone's throw from the van they were stolen out of. Not only did Zero get its bikes back, but 
the theft also generated a significant amount of publicity for Zero and its new anti-theft devices. The new tech 
should help to combat motorcycle theft, especially when paired with the machines’ immobilizers which are 

https://rideapart.com/articles/london-mayor-oems-make-bikes-harder-steal
https://rideapart.com/articles/london-mayor-oems-make-bikes-harder-steal
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reportedly harder to bypass than a regular ignition. So do you believe all this, just a bit too convenient for me, 
and as for the Police involvement, watch Facebook on bike thefts and it appears that the Police have more of 
a tendency to do bugger all. 

So far, Zero hasn’t revealed where the devices are installed inside the bikes, though I imagine once thieves 
learn where they are and how to remove them, we’ll be back to square one, so hopefully technology can stay 
ahead of the crime. 

 

The Law 

Following on from “…it appears it’s illegal to look like a copper even if you don’t….”, some more biking laws 
that you might not be aware of (they must be true as they are on the internet ) 
 

 Oh, and remember, no part of this article shall be construed to be legal advice of any kind for 
any reason by any reasonable person. 

 The reader is not to count on this information for anything other than some light entertainment 
and something to fill up the mag pages – Ha! 

Cambodia - It’s  illegal to ride with your headlight on during the daytime. While many countries 
make it mandatory, in Cambodia it’s illegal. Is that why Volvos don’t export to Cambodia?  
 
Alberta, Canada - By all accounts, you are not allowed to stand while riding. Maybe Des 
Harwood can vouch for this one. 
 
China  - It’s illegal to stop for those pesky pedestrians who are trying to cross the road. Looks 

like you’ll need to just run them down. But you don’t get any game points  
 
Costa Rica  - Believe it or not, you are allowed to drink and ride. Yup, have a beer while rid ing 
is legal, as long as you are not drunk. The limit is 0.75 %, and if you are over the limit, off to jail 
you go. 

 
 
Cyprus  - It’s illegal to flip off drivers on the road. Not the fact of sticking out your finger 
towards the driver, or even a fist, but it’s the fact that you don’t have 2 hands on the handlebars 
that will get you fined. 
 
France  - (we have already met this one) 2 breathalysers must be with you always. Although this 
is officially a law, they cannot fine you if you don’t have them. In other words, why even bother 
making it a law, unless it’s a way for polit icians to show that they did something for their salary . 
 
Germany - Those Autobahns are fantastic! No speed limit, so blast away as fast as you dare. 
But…. don’t run out of gas!  Because if you do and need to pull over, you will be fined. There are 
always plenty of gas stations along the motorway, so if you run out , it’s your fault, and you need 
to pay the fine. 
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You also need to have two hands on the handlebars at all t imes. Even if you are riding a bike 
with cruise control, you’ll need to keep your hands on the handlebars.   
 
Greece  - If you park illegally, the police can take away …. not your motorcycle but your licen ce 
plate. Smoking, even just plain cigarettes, is illegal while rid ing. And if you are thinking about 
smoking some grass while riding… you’re in serious trouble.   
 
India - In several parts of India, only the rider must wear a helmet. The pillion can be without 
one.  
 
Indonesia  - Women are not allowed to ride astride on motorcycles on the Lhokseumawe/Aceh 
district. Strangely enough, women are allowed to ride “amazon” when  riding themselves. 
Women are also not allowed to hold onto the male rider for support in the same area, Muslim 
couples are not allowed to ride together if they are not married.   
 
Japan  - It’s illegal to ride pillion with a biker who is drunk. Apart from that it’s stupid to do so, 
you will a lso get fined if the biker is stopped.  

 
It’s  also illegal to ride through a puddle of water on the road that results in splashing 
pedestrians. Bummer, there goes all the fun… no sense of humour .  
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Saudi Arabia  - Women are not allowed to ride. The religious folks there think it’s bad for 
women to ride, they could become barren…….  

 
Close to the religious capital, Mecca, the motorways have “MUSLIM ONLY” lanes. Even if you 
are riding with a Muslim, you both must take the o ther lanes. So much for equal rights.  Can we 
have Pagan only lanes on the M25 please . 
 
Spain  - Intercoms are also not allowed in Spain. Those handy devices that allow you to talk to 
your pillion or riding buddy are illegal.  What does Doug say on this?  
 
UK - Another one for the books… it’s illegal in London to have sex on a parked motorcycle. I’d 

guess that it’s legal to have sex while riding, but officially when your bike is parked, you are not 
allowed to have sex. Supposedly this dates back  to WWII when this problem was pandemic…..  
 
United Arab Emirates  - Camels have the right of way. Not that I’d hesitate  for one moment to  

stop, they are like cows on stilts and hurt . 
 
And we can’t leave the USA out of this.  Don’t ever think about crossing a state line  without 
having a good read.  Sort-of takes the word “United” out of it rather: 

 
Alabama  - Believe it or not, it’s in the law! You are not allowed to ride blindfolded. Honest .  
 
Idaho  - In Idaho Falls, it’s illegal to ride a motorcycle if you are older than 88 years. 87 is okay 

(maybe if 88 year olds have written permission from their parents, it could be allowed).   
 
Virginia  - Batman is illegal on a motorcycle in Virginia. Or to be precise, it’s illegal to wear a 
disguise or mask. Sorry Batman. Mmm is a  skull mask a Skeletor costume? 
 

There are 50 states and ignorantia juris non excusat -Ignorance of the law is not an 
excuse or defence 
 
Motorcycle Helmet Laws: Twenty-two states require helmet use by riders under age 18, those with 
instructional permits or passengers. Thirty-five states require DOT (FMVSS 218) compliant helmets to be 
used. 
Eye protection: Thirty-six states require eye protection; 22 specify use by the operator; 23 exempt the 
operator from wearing eye protection if the bike has a windshield, though two states restrict the eye protection 
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exemption to windshields at least 15” high. One state limits the eye protection requirement to those riders 
under age 18, one limits it to riders under age 21 and one requires it only for speeds over 35 mph. Apparently 
some enlightened legislators believe eyes over 18 or 21 or traveling occasionally under 35 mph are somehow 
immune to injury.  
Rear-view mirrors: Only three states do not have a requirement for a rear-view mirror. Seven states require a 
mirror only on the left side, five require dual mirrors, the rest don’t specify.  
Fenders: Twenty states require fenders on both front and rear wheels, three states require fenders only on the 
rear wheel.  

Handlebar height: Thirty states regulate how high your handlebars can be. The limits range from no higher 
than the operator’s eye level to a maximum of 30 inches above the seat.  

Turn signals: Twenty states require turn signals on the bike. Two states require footwear. All but three states 
require passengers to have footrests available to them. Sixteen states restrict or prohibit the use of 
headphones. Sixteen states require the presence of a speedometer/odometer. Twenty-four states require use 
of the headlight during daylight hours. Three states prohibit passengers under 5 years of age. Six states allow 
flashing or modulating brake or tail lights. Three states regulate auxiliary lighting. Lane-splitting and lane-
sharing (riding two abreast) are also dealt with in some states.  

Sound levels/muffler requirements: Laws vary on whether this is regulated at all and where it is regulated, 
the method and allowable sound levels can vary. Off-road bikes are regulated by set sound levels and/or the 
requirement to have a muffler or spark arrestor. Some states prohibit tampering with the original equipment 
exhaust system. In Wisconsin the law states: “No person shall modify the exhaust system of any such motor 
vehicle in a manner which will amplify or increase the noise emitted by the motor of such vehicle above that 
emitted by the muffler originally installed on the vehicle.” In addition, a muffler is required. Texas, on the other 
hand says, “No acoustical criteria” on the subject of sound levels and muffler use.  

Ask Trevor about the no helmet law enforcement   

I’ll sort out a test on this lot, after you have got your Harvard Law degree, enjoy your USA road trips guys. 

                                      ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 

 

Stop press, you will never guess what happened to this happy chappie in Calais 


